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CASE CONCERNING ARMED ACTIVITIES
ON THE TERRITORY OF THE CONGO
(NEW APPLICATION : 2002)
(DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC O F T H E CONGO r. RWANDA)
REQUEST FlOR THE INDICATION O F PROVISIONAL
MEASURES

ORDER
Present: President G U I L L A C I M
b'ice-Pr~~i~lent
E;
S H I; J u d g e ~RANJEVA,
HERCZEGH,
FLEISCHHAUEIZ,
KOKOMA,
\'ERESHCHETIN,
HIGGINS,
PARRA-AA.ANGUREN,
KOOIJMANS,
R F Z E K , AL-KHASAWNEH,
BUERGENTHAL,
ELARABY;
Judges ad hclc DUGARD,
MAVUNGU;
Registrur COUVREUR.

The International Court of Justice,
Composed as above,
After deliberatiori,
Having regard to Articles 41 and 48 of the Statute of the Court and to
Articles 73 and 74 of the Rules of Court,

1 . Whereas, by an Application iiled in the Rcgistry of the Court on
28 May 2002, the Democratic Republic of the (:ongo (hereinafter "the
Congo") instituted proceedings against the Rwa idese Republic (herein-
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after "Rwanda") in respect of a dispute concernirig "massive, serious and
flagrant violations of human rights and of international humanitarian
law" alleged to have been committed "in breach of the 'International Bill
of Human Rights', other relevant international instruments and mandatory resolutions of the United Nations Security Council"; and whereas in
the Application the Congo states that "[the] flai;rant and serious violations [of human riglhts and of international hum; nitarian law]" of which
it complains "result from acts of armed aggression perpetrated by Rwanda
on the territory of the Democratic Republic of the Congo in flagrant
breach of the sovereignty and territorial integritl [of the latter], as guaranteed by the United Nations and OAU Charters";
2. Whereas in this Application the Congo retalls that it has made a
declaration recognizing the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court in
accordance with Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Si atute of the Court; and
whereas it states tha~tthe Rwandan Government 'has made no such declaration of any sort"; whereas in the Application the Congo, referring to
Article 36, paragraph 1, of the Statute, relies, in order to found the jurisdiction of the Court, on Article 22 of the Interriational Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination of 7 March 1966
(hereinafter the "Convention on Racial Discrimination"), Article 29,
paragraph 1, of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women of 18 December 1970 (hereinafter the "Convention on Discrimination against Women"), Article 1X of the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide of
9 December 1948 (hereinafter the "Genocide Convention"), Article 75 of
the Constitution of i.he World Health Organizaticn of 22 July 1946 (hereinafter the "WHO Constitution"), Article XIV, piragraph 2, of the Constitution of the United Nations Educational, icientific and Cultural
Organization of 16 November 1945 (hereinafter the "Unesco Constitution") (as well as ,Article 9 of the Convention on the Privileges and
Immunities of the Specialized Agencies of 21 November 1947, which is
"also applicable to lJnescon), Article 30, paragraph 1, of the Convention
against Torture andl Other Cruel, lnhuman or Degrading Treatment or
Punishment of 10 December 1984 (hereinafter tlie "Convention against
Torture"), and Article 14, paragraph 1, of the Montreal Convention for
the Suppression of 1Jnlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation of
23 September 1971 (hereinafter the "Montreal Ct~nvention");
3. Whereas in its Application the Congo furtliermore maintains that
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties ol'23 May 1969 gives the
Court jurisdiction to settle disputes arising from the violation of peremptory norms (jus cogens) in the area of human rights, as those norms are
reflected in a numbcr of international instruments;
4. Whereas in its Application the Congo coniends that Rwanda has
been guilty of "armed aggression" from August 1998 up to the present;
and whereas it mairitains that the occupation by Rwandan troops of "a

significant part of the eastern [territory]" of tl-ie Congo has involved
"large-scale massaci-es" in Sud-Kivu, in the province of Katanga and in
Orientale Province, "rape and sexual assault of .womenm,"murders and
abductions of poliiical figures and human rigi1ts activists", "arrests,
arbitrary detention:;, inhuman and degrading treatment", "systematic
looting of public and private institutions [and] theft of property of the
civilian population", "human rights violations cornmitted by the invading
Rwandan troops and their 'rebel' allies in the m21jorcities in the eastern
[territory]" of the Congo. as well as "destruction of fauna and flora"
of the country; and whereas in this Application the Congo refers to
breaches of international law that Rwanda is allcged to have committed
in respect of the various treaties, conventions 2nd rules of customary
law which it cites;

5. Whereas the Congo adds that, by its Application, it
"seeks to secure the earliest possible cessation of the acts of which it
is a victim involving serious human rights violations in respect of its
people, which constitute a grave threat to pe ice and security in central Africa generally and in the Great Lakes region in particular",
and "also seeks reparation for acts of intentional tlestruction and looting,
and the restitution of national property and rescburces appropriated for
the benefit of Rwanda";
6. Whereas at the close of its Application the Ccngo submits as follows:
"Accordingly, while reserving the right to supplement and elaborate upon this request in the course of the proceedings, the Democratic Republic of the Congo requests the C ~ ~ uto:
rt

( a ) Rwanda has violated and is violating the United Nations Charter
(Article 2, paragraphs 3 and 4) by violatinir the human rights which
are the goa.1 pursued by the United Nations through the maintenance of international peace and securi y, as well as Articles 3
and 4 of the Charter of the Organization of African Unity;
( h l Rwanda has violated the International Bill of Human Rights,
as well as the main instruments protecting human rights, including, inter uliu, the Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination aga.inst Women. the Internatioiial Convention on the
Elimination of Al1 Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel. Inhuman o r Degrading Treatnient o r Punishment, the Con qention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Gvnocide of 9 December
1948, the Constitution of the WHO. the (:onstitution of Unesco;
( c ) by shooting down a Boeiilg 727 owned by Congo Airlines on
9 October 1998 in Kindu, thereby causirig the death of 40 civilians, Rwanda also violated the Unitec Nations Charter, the

Convention on International Civil Aviation of 7 December
1944 signed at Chicago, the Hague Con./ention for the Suppression of Urilawful Seizure of Aircraft of 16 December 1970 and
the Montreal Convention for the Suppri:ssion of Unlawful Acts
against the Safety of Civil Aviation of 13 September 1971 ;

(d) by engagiing in killing, massacring, rape, throat-slitting, and
crucifying, Rwanda is guilty of genocide against more than
3,500,000 Congolese, including the victims of the recent
massacres in the city of Kisangani, and has violated the sacred
right to life provided for in the Universa Declaration of Human
Rights ancl in the International Covenaiit on Civil and Political
Rights, the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
the Crime of Genocide and other relel~antinternational legal
instruments.
In con.sequeilce, and in accordunce 1vit/1 the internafional legal
obligations referred to above, to acijudge a m ' declure that:
(1) al1 Rwandan armed forces at the root of the aggression shall
forthwith quit the territory of the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, so as to enable the Congolese people to enjoy in full
their rights to peace, to security, to their resources and to developnlent ;
(2) Rwanda is under an obligation to procure the immediate,
unconditiorial withdrawal of its armed fi~rcesand the like from
Congolese iterritory ;
(3) the Democi-atic Republic of the Congo is entitled to compensation from Rwanda for al1 acts of looting destruction, slaughter,
removal of property or persons and other acts of wrongdoing
imputable to Rwanda, in respect of #hich the Democratic
Republic of the Congo reserves the right to establish a precise
assessment of the prejudice at a later date. in addition to restitution of the property removed.
It also reserves the right in the course of tlie proceedings to claim
other injury suffered by it and its people";
7. Whereas on 28 May 2002, after filing its Application, the Agent of
the Congo submitteti a request for the indication of provisional measures
relying on Article 41 of the Statute of the Court aiid Articles 73 and 74 of
its Rules;
8. Whereas, in support of its request for the indication of provisional
measures, the Congo notes
"continuing grave, flagrant, large-scale acts of torture, cruel, inhuman
or degrading punishment or treatment, genocide, massacre, war
crimes and crimes against humanity, discrimination, violation of the
rights of women and children. and the plundering of resources,
committed on the territory of the Democratic Republic of the Congo

following the armed aggression against and on its territory and
the illegal occulpation of a large part of that territory by Rwandan
regular forces" :
whereas according to the Congo "[tlhe above-mentioned acts are due to
the continuation ancl aggravation of the armed aggression against and on
the territory of the DRC"; and whereas according to the Congo, the
request for the indication of provisional measure:;
"is justified by the fact that, in addition tc the flagrant, massive,
grave violations and breaches set out in the Application instituting
proceedings, further acts of wrongdoing have been committed by
Rwanda, aggravating the violations of the lawful rights of the DRC
and of its popiilation and constituting grave violations of specific
international legal instruments concerning human rights and international humanitarian law";
9. Whereas in this request for the indication of provisional measures
the Congo relies on the grounds for the jurisdiction of the Court cited in
its Application (see paragraphs 2 and 3 above);
10. Whereas in its request for the indication cf provisional measures
the Congo notes,
"[iln addition to the numerous heinous crimes perpetrated by
Rwanda as set out in the Application instituting proceedings . . .
[that] the massacres (begun in August 1998) have continued since
January 2002 up to the present time, despite r umerous resolutions of
the Security Council of the United Nations and of its Commission
on Human Rights";
whereas it refers to the "flagrant violation of the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement", "mass killings", "massive grave and flagrant violations of human
rights", "abductions", as well as "the infliction of cruel, inhuman and
degrading treatment on the population"; wherea:, it observes that "[tlhe
decimation is likely to become total, following fresh deployments of
Rwandan troops since 22 May 2002 for the purpose of achieving a
further genocide"; and whereas it refers to
"[n]umerous sources, including churches, human rights NGOs and
MONUC[, reporting] the grave human right:, violations perpetrated
by the rebel tro~opsof the RCD [and] by the ~ccupyingforces of the
RPA in the course of these incidents";
I l . Whereas in the request for the indication of provisional measures
the Congo contends that "to fail to make an inimediate order for the
measures sought would have humanitarian consequences which could
never be made goocl again . . . in the short terrr or in the long term";
whereas it adds that
"recent pleas, reports and resolutions by the principal organs of the
United Nation:;, which show how the continuing conflict in the
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Democratic Republic of the Congo is causinp, massive human rights
violations, insist on the urgency of secuiing the departure of
Rwandan forceis from Congolese territory aiid the cessation of the
massacres, killirigs and acts of oppression a€ainst the population" :
whereas in this connection it cites United Nations Security Council resolution 1304 (2000) of 16 June 2000;
12. Whereas the Congo adds that
"the Court is accordingly requested to ordei appropriate measures
with a view, int6.r uliu, to permitting the implcmentation o f . . . resolution [2000/14] of the United Nations Commission on Human
Rights[, adopted on 19 April2002,l to taking account of the urgency
of the situatiori and to preventing it beconing both irreparable
(which, in many respects, it already has) and irreversible";
13. Whereas at the close of its request the Congo States:
"In consequence of the continuation and aggravation of the flagrant massive violations by Rwanda of gener;tl and customary international law, in particular of the above-ment oned Conventions and
Charters, and pending the Court's decision on the merits and in
order to prevent irreparable harm being caused to its lawful rights
and to those of lits population as a result of the occupation of part of
its territory by Rwandan forces, the Demoxatic Republic of the
Congo, with a view to putting an end to present evils and averting
the worst, requests the Court to order the following provisional
measures :
1 . Tlztrt R\r.mzdu, ~ t lzgents
s
and uuxiliarie i he required fortlzii.ith
to ceuse und desist jrom:
The war of agression in and against the D R C and the occupation
of its territory, ithe said war being the source and cause of al1 of the
massive, grave and flagrant violations of hunian rights and of international humanitarian law :
- al1 violations of the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
independence of the Democratic Republic: of the Congo, including al1 intervention, direct and indirect, iii the interna1 affairs of
the Democratic Republic of the Congo:
al1 use of force, direct or indirect, overt or covert, against the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and al1 threats of use of force
against the Democratic Republic of the (Iongo and its peoples;
-

-

the continuing siege of centres of civil population, in particular
Kisangani (demilitarization demanded b!, numerous resolutions
of the United Nations Security Council), and of other towns
invaded by Rwandan forces:
acts which result in the civil population of the Democratic

-

-

Republic of the Congo being deprived cf foodstuffs and having
difficult and inhuman living conditions inflicted upon them;
the indiscriminate and savage devastatio 1 . . . of towns, districts,
villages and religious institutions in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, above al1 in territory occupii:d by their forces;
murder, summary execution, torture, rape and the detention of
the Congolese peoples, the plundering of the resources of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo.

2. Tlzut tlzc Court recognize tlzut the Denzocratic Republic o j the
Congo has an inalienable Jovrreign right:
-

-

-

-

of

to demancl that its territorial integrity be guaranteed and
respected ;
to demand of the United Nations that Rlvandan forces forthwith
unconditionally vacate its territory, i r i accordance with the
Charter and with the relevant resolutioni of the United Nations
Security Council, in order to enable its population to have full
enjoyment of its rights;
to enjoy its natural resources in accordarice with resolution 1803
(XVII) of 14 December 1962 of the L nited Nations General
Assembly ;
to defend itself and to defend its people, n exercise of its right of
self-defence pursuant to Article 51 of th<:United Nations Charter and to customary international law, for so long as it shall
continue to suffer aggression at the hancls inter ulia of Rwanda,
the cost of which in human lives is increasing daily.

3. In order to prevent irrcpurable lzarnî, tiie Derîzocratic Republic
the Congo u ~ k sthe Court to (~djudgeund declare thut:

-

-

Rwanda has violated, and is violating, gravely, flagrantly and on
a massive scale, the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Piinishment, in particular
by intentioiially inflicting torture and atute suffering and pain,
both physical and mental, on a major part of the Congolese
people; the United Nations Charter, ~ h eOAU Charter, the
International Bill of Human Rights antl al1 the other relevant
legal instruments relating to human rights and international
humanitarian law ;
Rwanda must put an end to acts prohibited by the Convention
on the Prevention and Punishment of thr: Crime of Genocide, in
particular the destruction, in whole or in part, of Congolese
national or ethnic groups; the murde- and assassination of
members oif such groups, the grave ~ i o l ~ l t i o nofs their physical
or mental iritegrity, the intentional inflict on on members of such
groups of conditions of life calculated to bring about their physical destruction in whole or in part; the tleportation of children,

the systematic use of rape and the deliberate spread of HIV
among Corigolese women;
Rwanda must put an end to acts prohibited by the International
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, and in particular the restrictions aimed at persons belonging to national or ethnic groups specific t O the D R C ; [to] acts of
non-recognition or nullification of their f lndamental rights, such
as the right to life, the right to physical and mental integrity, the
right to education, etc. ;
Rwanda must put an end to acts covered by the terms of the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women, in partic~ilarthe right to life, to physical and
mental integrity, to dignity, to health, . . .;
Rwanda must put an end to acts con rary to its obligations
deriving from its membership of the WHO and to attacks on the
physical an'd mental health of the Congcllese people;
Rwanda must put an end to al1 acts of direct and indirect aggression against the DRC; to al1 use of force, direct or indirect,
against the DRC, the fundamental cause of al1 the flagrant, massive and grave violations of the above-inentioned Conventions
being linketl to the persistent grave breazhes of the sovereignty,
territorial integrity and independence of the D R C ;
Rwanda must pay to the DRC, in the Izitter's own right and as
parens patriae of its citizens, fair and just reparation on account
of the injur:y to persons, property, the economy and the environment as a result of the above-mentiored violations of international law, the amount of which shall be determined by the
Court. The Democratic Republic of the (Iongo reserves the right
to submit to the Court a precise estimatc: of the damage caused
by Rwanda.
May it please the Court, in order to pr:serve the lawful rights
and resources of the Congo and its people:
to order an
embargo 011 the delivery of arms to Rwanda, a freeze on al1
military assistance and other aid and an embargo on gold,
diamonds, coltan and other resources and assets derived from
the systema.tic plunder and illegal exploitation of the wealth of
the D R C lying within its occupied part;
the rapid inistallation of a force to separ ite the combatants and
impose peaire along the frontiers of the I>RC with Rwanda and
with the other belligerent parties;
in addition to the above-mentioned provisional measures, to
indicate also, pursuant to Article 41 of it: Statute and Articles 73
to 75 of its Rules, such other measures ai. the circumstances may
require in order to preserve the lawful rights of the DRC and its
people and to prevent the aggravation or extension of the dispute" :
-

14. Whereas, imniediately after the filing of the Application and the
request for the indication of provisional measiires, the Registrar. in
accordance with Article 38, paragraph 4, and Art cle 73, paragraph 2, of
the Rules of Court, transmitted certified copies tliereof to the Rwandan
Government ; and whereas the Registrar also inforrned the United Nations
Secretary-General thiereof;
15. Whereas by letters dated 28 May 2002, the Registrar informed the
Parties that the President had fixed 13 June 2002 as the date for the opening of the oral proceedings provided for in Article 74, paragraph 3, of the
Rules of Court, during which they could preseni their observations on
the request for the indication of provisional meazures;
16. Whereas, pending the notification under Article 40, paragraph 3,
of the Statute and Article 42 of the Rules of Court, by transmittal of the
printed text of the Application, in the two official anguages of the Court,
to al1 States entitled to appear before the Court, the Registrar, on 30 May
2002. informed those States of the filing of the Application and of its subject-matter, and of tlie request for the indication ot^provisionalmeasures;
17. Whereas, since the Court includes upon the Bench no judge of the
nationality of the Parties, each of them proceeded in exercise of the right
conferred upon it bq Article 31, paragraph 3, of the Statute, to choose a
judge ad hoc in the case; for this purpose the C'ongo chose Mr. JeanPierre Mavungu. aind Rwanda chose Mr. Christopher John Robert
Dugard ;
18. Whereas at the public hearings held on 13 and 14 June 2002 oral
observations were submitted on the request for the indication of provisional measures :
On hellcrlf' oJ' tlie Congo:
by H.E. Mr. Jacques Masangu-a-Mwanza, A<:erzt,
H.E. Mr. Alphonse Ntumba Luaba Lumu,
Mr. Lwamba Katansi,
Mr. Pierre Akele Adau;

On hehalf' of' Rii,andu:
by H.E. Mr. Gérard Gahima, Agent,
Mr. Christopher Greenwood;

19. Whereas at the hearings the Congo for the inost part reiterated the
arguments set out i n its Application and its request for the indication
of provisional measures; whereas it stated, specifically referring to
"massacres" having affected "civilian populations in the city of Kisangani", that the recent acts "constituting seriou; violations of human
rights and internatlional humanitarian law . . . are such that their
repetition . . . is . . likely to aggravate the irreparable harm"; whereas
it asserted that, in consequence,

"in the light of the two criteria of the urgencJrof the measures to be
decided upon and the irreparable nature of tlie consequences of the
repetition of the criminal acts committed by Rwanda, the jurisdiction of the Court should be established on tlie basis, in addition to
the fundamental provisions of Article 41 of it ; Statute, of the rule of
'due diligence' vvith respect to Rwanda's conduct vis-A-vis its international undertakings";
and whereas it stressed the "pressing necessity for the Court to declare
that it has jurisdiction and to indicate provisional ineasures as a matter of
urgency" ;
20. Whereas at the hearings the Congo observeci that the Court's jurisdiction over the merits of the case "cannot be esiablished either on the
basis of a special agreement . . ., or on acceptailce of the compulsory
jurisdiction of the Court", since Rwanda has not made any declaration
under Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute, but rather "on the basis of
the international conventions and treaties to whic1.1the Applicant and the
Respondent are parties";
21. Whereas at thie hearings the Congo maint~inedthat the Court's
jurisdiction could be founded on Article IX of the Genocide Convention,
to which the Congo and Rwanda are parties; whereas it asserted that
Rwandan troops, "either directly or through their intermediaries, have
committed and c o n h u e to commit acts of genocide covered . . . in
Articles II and III" 'of that Convention and that those provisions cover
"not only genocide but also conspiracy to commit genocide, direct and
public incitement to commit genocide, attempt tc commit genocide and
complicity in genocide"; whereas it stated in this connection that "as
a result of the war and the occupation of its territory, the Congolese
national group has lost at least 5 per cent of its population" and that
"particular ethnic groups have beeri the object of systematic massacres
following their resisi;anceW;whereas it alleged, for purposes of proving
"Rwanda's genocidal intent", the "perpetration of (Iramatic mass killings",
the "practice of selective massacres", the "systematic spread of
the AIDS virus among the female population", "attacks on the moral
resources of the population" and the "infliction of difficult conditions
of life"; and whereas, referring to the Order handed down by the
Court on 2 June 19'99 in the case concerning Lepality qf' Use of Force
( Y U ~ O S ~ V.
U FYUH(.CJ),
I ~ ~ L I in which Article IX of the Genocide Convention
was invoked as a basis for the Court's jurisdiction, it stated that the
acts of which it accuses Rwanda, "far from bein,: of the kind relied on
by Yugoslavia . . ., in the event 'bombings', . . . d 3 indeed faIl within the
definition of genocidle";
22. Whereas at tlle hearings the Congo referred to the reservation
wherein Rwanda stated at the time it acceded to the Genocide Convention that it did not consider itself bound by Article IX; whereas the
Congo stated that it "object[ed] to [that] reserv: tion", on the grounds
that the Convention contains "norms of jus coge~zs,in other words, . . .

peremptory rules under the terms of the 1969 Vielina Convention on the
Law of Treaties [which,] as such, . . . apply erga c,nzne.s"; whereas it also
asserted that the reservation was "incompatible with the object and purpose of the . . . Convention", since its effect was "to exclude Rwanda
from any mechanisrn for the monitoring and prssecution of genocide,
whereas the object and purpose of the Convention are the abolition of
impunity for this serious violation of internatilmal law"; whereas it
added, referring to the Court's Advisory Opinior of 28 May 1951 concerning Re.serrurions to the Conveizrion on tlle Prei ention ~ ~ nPuni.slzment
r/
of' tlie Crirlle of' G ~ n o c i d e ,that as far as reservations to the Genocide
Convention are concerned, international law has evolved and "has now
led to the formulation of Article 120 of the Statute of Rome on the International Criminal Court, which provides: '[nlo res:rvations may be made
to this Statute'". that "that Statute deals in particular with genocide" and
that Rwanda's reservation should therefore be co~isidered"inoperative";
and whereas at the h'earings the Congo maintainecl that if the Court were
to reject its argument based on "the peremptory iiature of the norms of
the Genocide Convention", it should neverthekss declare that it has
jurisdiction given that Rwanda "called for the creatioi-i of an international criminal tribunal to try crimes of genocide" committed against a
part of its people, and that it would therefore 1)e "necess[ary] for the
Respondent to . . . adopt . . . a consistent approach", Rwanda being precluded "[iln the presi:nt case . . . [from] reject[ing] the jurisdiction of the
International Court of Justice";
23. Whereas at tl-ie hearings the C o ~ i g ocontended that the Court's
jurisdiction could be founded on Article 29, paragraph 1. of the Convention on Discrimination against Wornen; whereas it stated that Rwanda
had violated its obligations under Article 1 of that Convention; whereas,
quoting the preamble to that Convention, it observed that "the state of
war and . . . occupation by foreign troops can hardly promote respect for
women's rights"; and whereas it 1-eferred in this connection to the "terrible suffering endured by women and children [as a result of the presence
of] Rwandan troops", to "rapes and various acts of oppression", to
"mutilations", to the "spread of AII>SWand to "other forms of violence,
including the burial of women alive"; whereas it cited resolution 2002/14,
adopted on 19 April 2002, pursuant to which the United Nations Commission on Human IRights deplored "the widespread use of sexual violence against women and children, including as a means of warfare";
24. Whereas at the hearings the Congo argued that the Court's jurisdiction could be fourided on Article 22 of the Convention on Racial Discrimination. to which the Congo and Rwanda are parties; whereas it
claimed that Rwancla has engaged in acts of racial discrimination as
defined in Article 1 of that Convention;
25. Whereas at the hearings the Congo refer-ed to the reservation
wherein Rwanda stated at the time it acceded o the Convention on
Racial Discrimination that it did not consider itself bound by Article 22;
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whereas the Congo asserted that said reservation was "unacceptable,
because it would amount to granting Rwanda tfie right to commit the
acts prohibited by the Convention with complete iinpunity"; and whereas
it concluded that such a reservation cannot but "prevent the attainment
of the very purposes and object of the treaty";
26. Whereas at the hearings the Congo maintrined that the Court's
jurisdiction could be founded on the Convention against Torture; whereas
it quoted the definition of torture given in Article 1 of that Convention;
whereas it also referred in this connection to the provisions of Article 17
of the first 1949 Gerieva Convention and Article 20 of the second; and
whereas it contended that "burying people alive", in this case "women,
for whom conventiorial international human rightt; law and international
humanitarian law show particular concern", falls v~ithinthe provisions of
Article 1 of the Convention against Torture;
27. Whereas at the hearings the Congo pointed out that it and Rwanda
"have both acceded to the statutes of the Unitcd Nations specialized
agencies, which d o not exclude the judicial settlement of disputes"
and contended that the Court's jurisdiction could thus be founded on
Article 75 of the W H O Constitution; whereas it stated that
"[flor the four years during which the war of 2 ggression and occupation of a good part of its territory has continiied, the right to physical and mental well-being, guaranteed by Ariicle 1 of the Constitution of the World Health Organization . . ., has been seriously
ignored, flouted and encroached upon to the detriment of the
Congolese people" ;
and whereas it stated that the "occupying forces lave gone so far as to
prevent and impede vaccination campaigns [and, at] Goma, . . . during
the volcanic eruption of Mount Nyiragongo, . . . did not allow the
Congolese Government to provide humanitarian aid to its stricken population" ;
28. Whereas at the hearings the Congo argued that the jurisdiction of
the Court could be founded on Article 14, paragrxph 1, of the Montreal
Convention ;
29. Whereas at the hearings the Congo referrcd to Article 9 of the
1947 United Nations Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
Specialized Agencies, providing for the jurisdicti~n of the Court; and
whereas it quoted the statement of 5 June 2002 in which tlie President of
the Security Council stated that the latter "deman~l[ed]that RCD-Goma
[Rassemblement congolais pour la démocratie-Goma] immediately cease
its harassment of United Nations officials" and "call[ed] upon Rwanda to
exert its influence" to have RCD-Goma meet "al1 iti obligations"; whereas
the Congo asserted lhat in areas under the control of the RCD-Goma
"personnel of the United Nations and its specializ:d agencies [have been
prevented] from the normal enjoyment of their privileges and immunities" ;

30. Whereas a t the hearings the Congo notec that a number of the
international converitions which it cited
"allow the parties to a dispute, o r one of theni, where appropriate, to
bring the case before the International Court of Justice, provided the
machinery for peaceful settlement laid down I>ythe conventions concerned has first been used and exhausted";
whereas it explained that the machinery in question "is . . . 'negotiation',
the 'procedures expiressly provided for' in the convention o r any 'other
mode' of settlement to be agreed between the parties"; whereas it cited
in this regard the miachinery provided for in the Convention on Racial
Discrimination, the Montreal Convention and the Convention against
Torture; whereas it maintained that Rwanda opposes "a general nzotfz(s
vivendi which would permit a peaceful settlenient"; and whereas it
stated as follows:
"if bringing the matter before the International Court of Justice by
means of a cornpromissory clause requires exhaustion of the remedies interna1 ta1 the Convention, each time ti-e Democratic Republic
of the Congo approaches Rwanda with a view to a legal settlement,
Rwanda can siinply plead that . . . the conditions required by the
relevant provisions of these Conventions [are not met] . . . [Tlhe
Court should aijk itself how the Democratic Republic of the Congo
could first 'exhaust' the negotiation o r any other procedures . . .,
when Rwanda does not even accept the niinimum conditions of
peace permitting recourse to the machinery peculiar to those conventions" ;
31. Whereas at the hearings the Congo, relying on "the most widely
accepted scholarly opinion . . . and the settled case law of the Court",
claimed "the existence of the international obligation to respect human
rights, founded upon a general customary principle, whose effect er-ga
onznes postulates and supposes the collective guarantee of States and of
the international community as a whole"; and ivhereas it cited in this
regard Article 55, paragraph ( c ) , of the United Nations Charter;
32. Whereas at ti-ie hearings the Congo stated that, "in respect of the
injurious consequenlres of the acts which have bt:en committed", it was
confining itself, at the current stage in the proceedings, "to maintaining,
in accordance with both the doctrine and unanimous, settled international jurisprudence., that . . . Rwanda is under a 1 obligation to provide
full reparation for them" ;
33. Whereas at the close of its first round of oral argument the Congo
presented the following request:
"In the light of the circumstances, the Derrocratic Republic of the
Congo, in order to avert irreparable harm
in reality, the aggravation of irreparable harm
requests the follolving urgent provisional
measures :
-

-

the cessation by Rwanda of al1 violatims of the sovereignty,
territorial integrity or political independence of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, including al1 intervention, direct and
indirect, in the interna1 affairs of the Deriocratic Republic of the
Congo;
the cessation of al1 use of force, direct or indirect, overt or
covert, against the Democratic Republi: of the Congo and al1
threats of use of force against the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and its peoples;
the cessaticln of the continuing siege of centres of civil population. in particular by ensuring the demilitarization of Kisangani,
as demanded by numerous resolutions of the Security Council.
and of other towns (Coma, Bukavu, Kindu, Pweto, . . .) invaded
by Rwandan forces;
the cessaticin of acts which result in the Congolese civil population being deprived of foodstuffs and having difficult and
inhuman living conditions inflicted upon them;
the cessation of the indiscriminate and savage devastation of
villages, towns, districts, and religious institutions in the Democratic Republic of the Congo;
the cessation of murder, summary execuiion, torture, rape, arbitrary detention and the plundering of the resources of the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
In order to prevent irreparable harm, the Ilemocratic Republic of
the Congo asks the Court to adjudge and declare that Rwanda must
put an end to the acts constituting grave, flagrant and massive violations, to the detriment of the Congolese p?ople, of the provisions
of the normative instruments protecting human rights. Those are the
following conv<:ntioils inter rrliu: the Conveiition on the Prevention
and Punishmenit of the Crime of Genocide, the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discriminaticn against Women, the
Convention on the Eliminatiori of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Constitution of the World Health Organization, the Constitution of Unesco, the Convention against l'orture and other Cruel,
Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punisliment.
May it pleasi: the Court, in order to presvrve the lawful interests
and the resources of the Democratic Republic of the Congo and its
population :
-

-

to demand that its territorial integrily be guaranteed and
respected ;
to demand that Rwandan forces forthwitli unconditionally vacate
Congolese territory in accordance with tlie Charter and with the
relevant resolutions of the United Nations Security Council, in
order to eriable its population to have full enjoyment of its
rights, and to ask the Security Council to ensure respect for its
own resolut ions ;

-

-

-

-

to enable the Congolese people to enjoy its natural resources in
accordance kvith international law;
to reaffirm the Democratic Republic of the Congo's right to
defend itself and to defend its people, in exercise of its right of
self-defence pursuant to Article 51 of the United Nations Charter and to customary international law, o r so long as it shall
continue to suffer aggression at the hands inter crlicr of Rwanda,
the cost of which in human lives is increajing daily;
to order an embargo on the delivery of arnis to Rwanda, a freeze
on al1 military assistance and other aid anti an embargo on gold,
diamonds. coltan, and other resources an rt assets deriving from
the systematic plunder and illegal exploit.ition of the wealth of
the Democratic Republic of the Congo lying within its occupied
part;
the rapid installation of a force to separaie the combatants and
impose peace along the frontiers of the D:mocratic Republic of
the Congo with Rwanda and with the otlier belligerent parties.

While pointing out that Rwanda must p;ly to the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, in the latter's own right and as purens
putriue of its ciizizens, fair and just reparation on account of the
injury to person::, property, the economy and the environment, the
Democratic Republic of the Congo requests the Court to indicate
also, pursuant ta1 Article 41 of its Statute and Articles 73 to 75 of its
Rules, such oth~crmeasures as the circumstdnces may require in
order to preserve the lawful rights of the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and its people and to prevent the aggravation of the dispute";

34. Whereas at tht: hearings Rwanda contended that the Court was
being called upon by the Congo "to give what wculd amount to a final
judgment on the merits under the guise of prokisional measures", to
"impose provisional Ineasures directed to States wllich are not parties to
[the] proceedings, and to international organizations which cannot be
party" to them, and "to usurp the authority of other institutions by
creating its own international peacekeeping force" and whereas it stated
that such measures "manifestly fall outside any -urisdiction which the
Court might possess in any case between two Stat:sV;
35. Whereas at the hearings Rwanda, referring to the criteria that
govern the indication of provisional measures, asserted:
"[Tlhe extent of the jurisdiction which can be founded upon the
provisions invoked by an applicant will de ermine which of the

Convention was "idlentical" to that made by Spain and "identical in its
effect" to that macle by the United States; whzreas it referred to the
Court's consideration of the reservations by tliese two States in the
Orders which it made on 2 June 1999 in the case: concerriing Legulitj, of'
Use 9f'Force ( Yz~go.rlu~~ia
v. Spain) and Legality of' Use qf'Force ( Yugosluvia v. United States oj'Americu) ; whereas it pointed out that in these
cases the Court had taken the view that Article IX of the Genocide Convention "manifestly does not constitute a basis of jurisdiction . . . even
prima facie" ;
40. Whereas at the hearings, in reply to the a:-gument by the Congo,
Rwanda maintained that while the Genocide Convention did indeed state
norms of jus cogc!ns, only "the substantive provisions prohibiting
genocide . . . have the status of jus cogerîs, not the: jurisdictional clause in
Article IX"; whereas it argued that while the prohibition of genocide was
also a norm creatirig obligations crgu ornnes, "that does not alter the
jurisdictional position"; whereas it pointed out thdt, contrary to what the
Congo had implied at the hearings, the Congo had "said nothing whatever about the Rwandese reservation"; whereas it added that the Advisory Opinion of the Court concerning R e s e r v ~ r t i oto
, ~ ~the Genocicie Cor?vrntion in n o way suggested that Rwanda could not rely in the present
case on its reservation; and whereas it rejected tl- e Congo's argument to
the effect that Rwanda, by asking the Security Council to create the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda, h i ~ d"waived, o r become
estopped from any reliance upon its reservation to the Genocide Convention". giving the following explanation :

"The criminal jurisdiction of a tribunal created by the Security
Council and deriving its authority from an exercise of the Council's
powers under Chapter VI1 of the Charter tcb try individuals for the
crime of genocide has nothing whatever to c o with the authority of
the Court to exercise jurisdiction in inter-St ite disputes, which can
be derived only from Article IX : and Article IX, subject as the Court
itself has said, ito reservations";
41. Whereas a t the hearings Rwanda, in respect of the Convention on
Racial Discrimination, stated that it had acceded to the Convention
in 1975, coupling the accession with a "reservation which excluded
Article 22 in its eritirety"; whereas it noted that at the hearings the
Congo "may [have] object[ed] . . . to that reservation made by Rwanda,
but it certainly did not object in 1975"; and whereas it contended that the
Convention on Racial Discrimination could not found the jurisdiction
of the Court;
42. Whereas at the hearings Rwanda, on the subject of the Unesco
Constitution, noted that Article XIV. paragraph 2, relied on by the
Congo, referred "orily to disputes concerning thc interprrtution, not the
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latter point that the present case could therefort: be distinguished from
the case concerning Questions qf Interpretation und Applicution of tlie
1971 Montreal Convention uvi.singji.om tlie Aerilrl Incident ut Lockerhie
(Lihyan Arub Jumaliiriya v. United Stutes of Anzerica), in which Libya
had written to the CJovernment of the United States proposing arbitration under a provision very similar to that in t:ie Convention on Discrimination against Women, and where the Cou -t, in the absence of an
answer from the United States, had "rejected the irgument [by the latter]
that the conditions for seising the Court had not been met";
45. Whereas at the hearings Rwanda contentled with regard to the
Montreal Convention that Article 14, paragraph 1, of that Convention
stated "the same preconditions for the jurisdiction of the Court as those
in the Convention [on Discrimination against 'Nomen]" and that the
Congo had made "no attempt to satisfy those conditions although . . . it
has had quite enough opportunity to do so"; and whereas Rwanda maintained that the Congo had already invoked the Montreal Convention, on
the ground of the "shooting down of a civil aircraft in October 1998". in
the proceedings that it instituted in 1999 agains Rwanda, that in that
case the Congo had not replied to the arguments made by Rwanda in its
Memorial and that ithe Congo, after obtaining ari extension of the timelimit for filing its Counter-Memorial, had "let nin: months go by" before
abandoning its action in January 2000; whereas it argued that for the
Congo to re-submit the same request to the Court was "the clearest case
of an abuse of proct:ssW;
46. Whereas at the hearings Rwanda, in respect of the WHO Constitution, referred to Article 75 of that Constitution, relied upon by the Congo
to found the jurisdiction of the Court; whereas it asserted that there was
no dispute between the two States "concerning the interpretation or
application" of the WHO Constitution and that the Congo had not
identified the provisions of the Constitution whic 1 it considered to be at
issue; and whereas il added that the Congo had not made any effort first
to satisfy the "procedural condition [under Art cle 7.51 for seising the
Court", nainely that it should "first seek to resol~iethe dispute by negotiation or by the processes of the Health Assemb y" ;
47. Whereas at the hearings, on the subject of tlie 1947 United Nations
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of tk e Specialized Agencies,
Rwanda, after statirig that this Convention had 2een "mentioned th[at]
morning . . . for the first time", and referring tt, the Court's jurisprudence, contended that it was "too late for a Statr to invoke ail entirely
fresh ground of jurisdiction as the basis on whic:h it seeks to seise the
Court in a request for provisional measures"; whereas it argued that the
Congo had failed "to identify any dispute whatever between [it] and
Rwanda about [this] Convention"; whereas it stited: "There may per-

haps be a dispute . . . between the United Natiocs and the RCD-Goma,
the rebel faction wii.hin the Congo, about the traatment of personnel in
the M O N U C United Nations force. But that is not a dispute which
involves either of the two Parties here before [the Court]"; and whereas it
submitted on this point that the Convention in question "forms no basis
for the jurisdiction of the Court";
48. Whereas a t the hearings Rwanda, referring to the Court's jurisprudence, further contended that the Court could grant provisional measures "only for the lpurpose of preserving rights which might form the
subject-matter of a decision of the Court on the nierits" and that it could
not order measures other than "those needed to protect rights which
might form the subj'ect-matter of a judgment under the treaty or treaties
which the Court determines afford a prima facie basis for its jurisdiction"; whereas it argued with regard to the Montreal Convention, the
Convention on Discrimination against Women a id the W H O Constitution that, even if the conditions precedent to such jurisdiction prescribed
by these instruments had been met, in any event tlie provisional measures
sought by the Congo could not be indicated b e c a ~ s ethey fell well outside
the subject-matter of those instruments; whereai it pointed out in the
case of the Montreal Convention that the latte. was "concerned with
crimes against the safety of civil aviation", that the only bearing claimed
concerned an incident four years earlier and thrt the rights conferred
upon the Congo by the Convention had "no point of contact with the
relief which Congo is seeking"; whereas it added lvith regard to the Convention on Discrimination against Women that t 1e
"rights which Congo claims lie at the heart of the present case respect for sovereignty, territorial integrity, independence, inalienable rights in respect of natural resources
could [not] possibly be
said to constitute rights which might form tlie subject of a decision
in exercise of any jurisdiction conferred by 4rticle 29 of this Convention" ;
-

and whereas it asserted, in the case of the W H O Constitution, that the
lack of any connection between that Constitution and the present case
was "stark". referriilg in this respect to the Advisory Opinion on the
Legality of' the Use liy a State qf Nuckeur Weapou's in Armrd Conjlict, in
which "the Court . . . drew a sharp distinction bel ween the health effects
of warfare and the l~rgalityof the waging of war";
49. Whereas at the hearings Rwanda submittec that none of the jurisdictional grounds advanced by the Congo "offers any prospect whatever
of jurisdiction on the merits" and that "that woul i be reason enough for
the Court to remove the case from its List"; and rvhereas Rwanda added
specifically that the Congo had already had the "opportunity of having
the issue of jurisdiction tried" in the first proceedings which it had instituted, but had prefei-red to withdraw; whereas it 1,tated that the Congo's

new Application was merely "a replica of its ,)Id Application"; and
whereas it asserted that this was "an abuse of the process of the Court
and that the Court should . . . remove the case from its List";
50. Whereas at the hearings Rwanda presentec the following submissions: "that the request for provisional measures be dismissed, and that
the case be removed from the Court's List forthv ith";
51. Whereas in iits oral reply tlie Congo stated that "contrary to
Rwanda's allegations, the headquarters agreemert between the [Congolese] Government and M O N U C was invoked not in support of the argument on the jurisdiction of the Court", but to indicate that "[MONUC]
officials enjoy diplomatic privileges and immun ties"; whereas it contended, in reply to Rwanda's argument that the Congo had "never made
recourse to interna1 arbitration procedures", that it had "sought to bring
Rwanda to arbitration on a number of occasions ' and that
"there have been many such opportunities o r having recourse to
arbitration or amy other procedure laid dolvn by the conventions
concerned :
in July 2001 at Lusaka, on the occasion of the 37th Conference of
Heads of St,ate of the Organization of African Unity and in the
presence of the United Nations Secretary-General himself, the
President of the Rwandese Republic rejectrd any proposal for the
settlement of certain specific armed confli-ts by arbitration;
- in September 2001, at Durban. in the Rel~ublicof South Africa,
and on the occasion of the World Conference on Racism, President Joseph Kabila of the Democratic Ftepublic of the Congo
made the sa.me proposal for a settlement by arbitration to his
Rwandan counterpart, who declined the sffer;
in January 2:002, at the Blantyre Summit in Malawi, in the presence of the President of the Republic, Bal.ili Muluzi, the Congolese President reiterated his offer to his llwandese counterpart,
who turned it down;
in March 2002, lastly, and on the occasion of the meeting of the
Joint Political Committee of the Lusalta Agreement and of
the Security Council Mission, the Presi~lentof the Rwandese
Republic immediately slammed the door on the proposais for a
settlement by arbitration as soon as they were made to him";
-

-

-

52. Whereas at the close of its oral reply the C l ~ n g opresented the following request :
"In the light of the facts and arguments set out during these oral
proceedings, the Government of the Demozratic Republic of the
Congo asks the Court to adjudge and declarl: such that the Congolese people can enjoy its natural resources in accordance with inter-

national law: to reaffirm the Democratic Rcpublic of the Congo's
rights to defend itself and to defend its people in exercise of its right
of self-defence pursuant to Article 51 of the IJnited Nations Charter
and to customary international law, for so long as it shall continue
to suffer aggression at the hands inter alia of Rwanda, the cost of
which in human lives is increasing daily; to oi der an embargo on the
delivery of [arms] to Rwanda, a freeze on al1 military assistance and
other aid, an embargo on gold, diamonds, coltan, and other resources
and assets deriving from the systematic plunder and illegal exploitation of the wealth of the Democratic Reputlic of the Congo lying
within its occupied part (because Rwanda has now become an
exporter of diaimonds and coltan, even thoiigh these do not exist
under its soil); the rapid installation of a for(.e to separate the combatants and impose peace along the fronti1:rs of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo with Rwanda and wi h the other belligerent
parties. Above all, we insist that Rwanda vacate Kisangani so that
its demilitarization can take effect and the MONUC forces can
occupy the city - thus, the population will live in peace -, while
pointing out that Rwanda must pay to the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, in the latter's own right and as ptzrelzs patriae of its citizens, fair and just reparation on account of the injury to perçons,
property, the economy and the environment.
The Democratic Republic of the Congo requests the Court to
indicate also. mrsuant to Article 41 of its St2 tute and Articles 73 to
75 of its Rules, such other measures as the circumstances may
require in order to preserve the lawful riglits of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo and its people and to prevent the aggravation
of the dispute";
53. Whereas in its oral reply Rwanda requested the Court to take note
that the Congo was not invoking the United Rations Convention on
Privileges and Imm~initiesand the headquarters (igreement between the
United Nations and the Congo to found the jur sdiction of the Court:
and whereas at the close of its reply it made the fcllowing requests of the
Court :
"first, . . . the request of the Democratic Republic of the Congo for
the indication of provisional measures should be denied; and
secondly, . . . iin view of the fact that the current proceedings are
really an abuse of the process of court, we pray this Court to exercise
its discretion and strike this case from its Li:tn;

54. Whereas the Court is deeply concerned by the deplorable human
tragedy, loss of life, and enormous suffering in the east of the Democratic
Republic of the Congo resulting from the continiied fighting there;

55. Whereas the Court is mindful of the purposes and principles of the
United Nations Charter and of its own responsibilities in the maintenance of peace ancl security under the Charter and the Statute of the
Court;
56. Whereas the Court finds it necessary to eniphasize that al1 parties
to proceedings before it must act in conformit) with their obligations
pursuant to the United Nations Charter and oth:r rules of international
law, including humanitarian law; whereas the Coiirt cannot in the present
case over-emphasize the obligation borne by the Congo and Rwanda to
respect the provisions of the Geneva Convention: of 12 August 1949 and
of the first Protocol additional to those Conveiitions, of 8 June 1977,
relating to the protection of victims of international armed conflicts, to
which instruments both of them are parties;

57. Whereas the Court, under its Statute, does not automatically have
jurisdiction over leg,al disputes between States parties to that Statute or
between other States entitled to appear before ihe Court; whereas the
Court has repeatedly stated that one of the fundamental principles of its
Statute is that it cannot decide a dispute between States without the consent of those States to its jurisdiction; and whersas the Court therefore
has jurisdiction only between States parties to 2 dispute who not only
have access to the Court but also have acceptec the jurisdiction of the
Court, either in gei~eralform or for the indiviclual dispute concerned
(Legality oJ Use of Force ( Yugosluilicr v. B e l g i ~ n ? ) ,Provi.sionu1 Mrasures, I.C.J. report,^ 1999 ( I ) , p. 132, para. 20);
58. Whereas on a request for provisional measiires the Court need not,
before deciding whether or not to indicate them, finally satisfy itself that
it has jurisdiction on the merits of the case, yet . t ought not to indicate
such measures unless the provisions invoked bj the applicant appear,
prima facie, to afformd a basis on which the jurisdiction of the Court might
be established; whereas moreover, once the Court has established the
existence of such a 'basis for jurisdiction, it should not however indicate
measures for the protection of any disputed rights other than those which
might ultimately form the basis of a judgment in the exercise of that jurisdiction (Applic~ctionoftlze Convrrztion on the Prevention und Punislzrî~ent
qf the Crane c?f' Cenocide, Provisional Mcw.szlres, Order o f ' 8 April 1993,
I. C.J. Reports 1993, p. 19, para. 35);

59. Whereas in accordance with Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute,
the Congo (then Zaire), by means of a declaration dated 8 February
1989, recognized the compulsory jurisdiction of the Court in relation to

any State accepting the same obligation; wherea; Rwanda on the other
hand has not made such a declaration; whereas the Court accordingly
will consider its prima facie jurisdiction solely on the basis of the treaties
and conventions relied upon by the Applicant 1)ursuant to Article 36,
paragraph 1 , of the Statute, providing: "The jurisdiction of the Court
comprises al1 cases which the parties refer to it and al1 matters specially
provided for in the Charter of the United Nation:, or in treaties and conventions in force":

60. Whereas the Congo claims violations by P wanda of the Convention against Torture, Article 1 of which reads as follows:
"For the purposes of this Convention, the term 'torture' means
any act by whiich severe pain or suffering, whether physical or
mental, is interitionally inflicted on a persoii for such purposes as
obtaining from him or a third person inforrination or a confession,
punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is
suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a
third person, clr for any reason based on discrimination of any
kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation
of or witli the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other
person acting iri an officia1 capacity . . .";

and whereas it seeks to found the jurisdiction of 1 he Court on the provisions of Article 30, lparagraph 1, of the Convention, pursuant to which:
"Any dispute between two or more States Parties concerning the
interpretation or application of this Conve ition which cannot be
settled through negotiation shall, at the reqiiest of one of them, be
submitted to arbitration. If within six montlis from the date of the
request for arbitration the Parties are unable to agree on the organization of the arbitration. anv one of those Parties mav refer the dispute to the ~nternationalCourt of Justice b!~requestdin conforrnity
with the Statute of the Court";
whereas the Congo has been a party to that Con.~entionsince 18 March
1996;
61. Whereas Rwanda stated that it is not, and lias never been, party to
the 1984 Convention against Torture; and whereas the Court finds that
such is indeed the case;

62. Whereas the Congo, after referring to th(: 1947 United Nations
Convention on the F'rivileges and Immunities of the Specialized Agencies,

invoked "the headqi~artersagreement between tlie Government of the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and M O N L J C " of 4 May 2000;
whereas, in its argurrient as finally stated in the prilsent phase of the case,
it does not appear tcl claim to found the j u r i ~ d i c t i ~ of
m the Court on the
former of those two instruments; and whereas, in respect of the latter, the
Congo stated in its oral reply that:
"the headquarters agreement . . . was invokecl not in support of the
argument on the jurisdiction of the Court, bu1 rather to indicate that
the Rwandan ai-med forces are not authoriz,:d to attack MONUC
officials . . . ; those officials enjoy diplomatic ~rivilegesand immunities" ;
whereas accordingly the Court is not required to take those instruments
into consideration in the present context;

63. Whereas the Congo seeks to found the jurisdiction of the Court on
the compromissory clauses contained in the following instruments, to
which both it and R.wanda are parties: the Conlention on Racial Discrimination, the Genocide Convention, the Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties, the Convention on Discrimination against Women. the
W H O Constitution, the Unesco Constitution and the Montreal Convention; and whereas the Court must now proceed to examine each of those
conventions to determine whether the jurisdictiorial clauses relied upon
can furnish a prima facie basis for jurisdiction on the merits such as
would allow it, s h o ~ ~ itl dthink that the circumst,~ncesso warranted, to
indicate provisional measures;

64. Whereas the (Congo first seeks to found the jurisdiction of the
Court on Article 22 of the Convention on Racial Discrimination, which
States :
"Any dispute between two or more States Parties with respect to
the interpretation or application of this Co~ivention,which is not
settled by negotiation or by the procedures eli pressly provided for in
this Convention, shall, at the request of any c f the parties to the dispute, be referretl to the International Court of Justice for decision,
unless the disputants agree to another mode of settlement";
and whereas the Congo maintains that Rwanda has committed numerous
acts of racial discrimination within the meaning o 'Article 1 of that Convention, which provides inter ulia:
"the term 'racia,l discrimination' shall mean any distinction, exclusion, restriction or preference based on rac:e, colour, descent, or

national or ethnie origin which has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition, enjoyment cr exercise, on an equal
footing, of human rights and fundamental frcedoms in the political,
economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life";
65. Whereas both the Congo and Rwanda are parties to the Convention on Racial Discr.imination; whereas the Congo acceded to that Convention on 21 April 1976 and Rwanda on 16 Apid 1975 ; whereas however Rwanda's instrument of accession to the Con~iention,deposited with
the United Nations Isecretary-General, includes a reservation reading as
follows: "The Rwandese Republic does not cons der itself as bound by
article 22 of the Convention";
66. Whereas in th12present proceedings the Co:lgo has challenged the
validity of that reservation (see paragraph 25 above);
67. Whereas the Convention on Racial Diiicrimination prohibits
reservations incomp;atible with its object and purpose; whereas under
Article 20, paragraph 2, of the Convention, "[a] reservation shall be
considered incompatible . . . if at least two-thirds of the States Parties
to this Convention object to it"; whereas such has not been the case
in respect of Rwanda's reservation concerning .he jurisdiction of the
Court; whereas that reservation does not appear incompatible with the
object and purpose of the Convention; whereas the Congo did not
object to that reservation when it acceded to the Convention; and
whereas Rwanda's reservation is prima facie applicable;

68. Whereas the Congo also claims to found the jurisdiction of the
Court on Article IX of the Genocide Convention worded as follows:
"Disputes between the Contracting Parties -elating to the interpretation, applicatilon or fulfilment of the present Convention, including
those relating to the responsibility of a State o r genocide or for any
of the other actri enumerated in article III, shall be submitted to the
International Court of Justice at the request 11f any of the parties to
the dispute" ;
and whereas the Coingo maintains that Rwanda lias violated Articles II
and III of the Genocide Convention; whereas Article II prohibits the
carrying out of:
"any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in
whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as
such :
( a ) Killing meimbers of the group;
( h ) Causing serious bodily or mental h a r n to members of the
group ;

( c ) Deliberatel:~inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated
to bring about its physical destruction iri whole or in part;
( d i Imposing rrieasures intended to prevent births within the group;
( e ) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group";
and whereas Article III provides:
"The following acts shall be punishable:
( C I )Genocide ;
( h ) Conspiracy to commit genocide;
( c j Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;
( d ) Attempt to commit genocide;
je) Complicity in genocide" ;
69. Whereas both the Congo and Rwanda are parties to the Genocide
Convention; whereas the Congo acceded to that ('onvention on 31 May
1962 and Rwanda on 16 April 1975; whereas how ever Rwanda's instrument of accession to the Convention, deposited with the United Nations
Secretary-General. includes a reservation worded as follows: "The Rwandese Republic does not consider itself as bound by article IX of the Convention" :
70. Whereas in the present proceedings the Congo has challenged the
validity of that reservation (see paragraph 22 aboie);
71. Whereas "the priiiciples underlying the [Gerocide] Convention are
principles which are 1-ecognized by civilized nations as binding on States,
even without any conventional obligation" and whxeas a consequence of
the conce~tionthus a d o ~ t e dis "the universal chaiacter both of the condemnation of genocide and of the co-operation required 'in order to liberate mankind from such an odious scourge' (Preamble to the Convention)" (Rescrvcrtio~z.~
r'o the Convention on the Prev!>ntionund Punish~nent
of' tlîe Crir~iilcf Geilociclc~,Adi~i.sorj~
Opinion, I. C.J Reports 1951, p. 2 3 ) ;
whereas it follows "that the rights and obligations enshrined by the Convention are rights and obligations erga or?lrzes" (Application of the Conilelztio;~on the Pre~,c<nrionand Punishnie~~t
of tlle Crinie uf' Genocide,
Prrlirîîinagl Ohjection.~,Jztc/grnerzt, I. C.J. Reports 1996 ( I I ) , p. 61 6,
para. 31); whereas however. as the Court has already had occasion to
point out, "the er,qtl or?znt>scharacter of a norm and the rule of consent
to jurisdiction are taio different thirigs" (Ecist Tiriîor (Portugtrl v. Austrulit~j,Judgr?~er~t,
1. C.J. Reports 1995, p. 102, para. 29); whereas it does
not follow from the rnere fact that rights and obligations erga otnnes are
at issue in a dispute that the Court has jurisdictil~nto adjudicate upon
that dispute; whereas. as the Court has noted above (paragraph 57), it
has jurisdiction in respect of States only to the extcnt that they have consented thereto: and .whereas. when a compromis:.ory clause in a treaty
provides for the Court's jurisdiction, that jurisiiction exists only in
respect of the partie,^ to the treaty who are bouiid by that clause and
within the limits set out in that clause;
72. Whereas the Glenocide Convention does not prohibit reservations;
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whereas the Congo did not object to Rwanda's ri:servation when it was
made; whereas that reservation does not bear oii the substance of the
law, but only on the Court's jurisdiction; whereas it therefore does not
appear contrary to the object and purpose of the (:onvention; whereas it
is immaterial that different solutions have been ajopted for courts of a
different character; whereas, specifically. it is imniaterial that the International Criminal Tribunal for crimes committed in Rwanda was established at Rwanda's request by a mandatory deision of the Security
Council or that Article 120 of the Statute of the international Criminal
Court signed at Rome on 17 July 1998 prohibits (il1reservations to that
Statute;

73. Whereas the Congo further seeks to found the jurisdiction of the
Court directly on Article 66, paragraph ( u ) , of tht 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, in accordance with n hich "[alny one of the
parties to a dispute concerning the application or the interpretation of
article 53 or 64", relating to conflicts between tr:aties and peremptory
norms of international law. "may, by a written application, submit it to
the International Cclurt of Justice for a decision unless the parties by
common consent agree to submit the dispute to ,irbitrationfl (see paragraph 3 above);
74. Whereas Article 66 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties must be read in conjunction with Article 0 5 , entitled "Procedure
to be followed with respect to invalidity, termination, withdrawal from
or suspension of the operation of a treaty";
75. Whereas the Congo does not maintain at the present time that
there is a dispute, which could not be resolved under the procedure prescribed in Article 65 of the Vienna Convention, b:tween it and Rwanda
concerning a conflict between a treaty and a peremptory norm of international law; whereas the object of Article 66 citecl above is not to allow
for the substitution of the judicial settlement, arbitration and conciliation
procedures under the. Vienna Convention on the 1,aw of Treaties for the
settlement machinery for disputes relating to the interpretation or application of specific trerities. notably when a violation of those treaties has
been alleged ;

76. Whereas the Congo further claims to found the jurisdiction of the
Court on Article 29 of the Convention on Discrimiiiation against Women,
providing :
"Any dispute between two or more States Parties concerning the
interpretation or application of the present C ~ ~ n v e n t i owhich
n
is not
settled by negotiation shall, at the request ol' one of them, be submitted to arbitr.ation. If withiti six months from the date of the

request for arbiitration the parties are unable to agree on the organization of the arbitration, any one of those p2 rties may refer the dispute to the International Court of Justice b j request in conformity
with the Statute of the Court":
and whereas the Corigo maintains (see paragraph 23 above) that Rwanda
has violated its obligations under Article 1, whicli reads as follows:
"For the purposes of the present Convent on, the term 'discrimination against women' shall mean any di;tinction, exclusion or
restriction made on the basis of sex which h;ls the effect or purpose
of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by
women, irrespective of their marital status, on a basis of equality of
men and women, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the
political, econoinic, social, cultural, civil or kny other field7';

77. Whereas both the Congo and Rwanda are parties to the Convention on Discrimination against Women; wherea:; Rwanda ratified that
Convention on 2 March 1981 ; and whereas the Ccbngo did so on 17 October 1986;
78. Whereas it falls to the Court to consider whether the preconditions
on the seisin of the International Court of Justice aid out in Article 29 of
the Convention in question have been satisfied;
79. Whereas at this stage in the proceedings th^ Congo has not shown
that its attempts to enter into negotiations or uncertake arbitration proceedings with Rwan'da (see paragraph 51 above) concerned the application of Article 29 of the Convention on Discrimiriation against Women;
whereas nor has the Congo specified which rights protected by that Convention have allegedly been violated by Rwanda and should be the object
of provisional measilres; whereas the preconditicns on the seisin of the
Court set by Article 29 of the Convention therefo -e do not appear prima
facie to have been satisfied ;

80. Whereas the Congo seeks moreover to found the jurisdiction of the
Court on Article 75 of the WHO Constitution, worded as follows:
"Any question or dispute concerning the interpretation or application of this Constitution which is not settled Ely negotiation or by the
Health Assembly shall be referred to the International Court of Justice in conformity with the Statute of the C ,urt, unless the parties
concerned agree on another mode of settlemznt";
and whereas the Congo alleges that Rwanda hds infringed the rights
guaranteed to its population by Article 1 of that Constitution (see paragraph 27 above);

81. Whereas the (Congo has been a party to the WHO Constitution
since 24 February 1961 and Rwanda since 7 November 1962 and both
are thus members of that Organization ;
82. Whereas at this stage in the proceedings the Congo has also not
shown that the preconditions on the seisin of the Court set by Article 75
of the WHO Const.itution have been satisfied; whereas moreover an
initial exaniination of that Constitution shows that Article 2 thereof,
relied on by the Congo, places obligations on th: Organization, not on
the Member States;

83. Whereas the Congo further claims to founct the jurisdiction of the
Court on Article XIV, paragraph 2, of the Unesco Constitution, pursuant to which:
"Any question or dispute concerning the interpretation of this
Constitution sh;*ll be referred for determination to the International
Court of Justice or to an arbitral tribunal, ;is the General Conference may deterrnine under its rules of proceclure";
whereas in its Application the Congo invokes Article 1 of the Constitution and maintains that "[olwing to the war, the 1)emocratic Republic of
the Congo today is iunable to fulfil its missions within Unesco . . .";
84. Whereas both the Congo and Rwanda arc parties to the Unesco
Constitution and have been since 25 November 1960 in the case of the
Congo and 7 Noveniber 1962 in the case of Rwanda;
85. Whereas Article XIV, paragraph 2, providei for the referral, under
the conditions established in that provision, of clisputes concerning the
Unesco Constitutioni only in respect of the interp!.etation of that Constitution; whereas that does not appear to be the object of the Congo's
Application; and whereas the Application does xiot therefore appear to
fall within the scope of that article;

86. Whereas the (Congo lastly seeks to found the jurisdiction of the
Court on Article 14, paragraph 1, of the Montreal Convention, which
reads as follows:
"Any dispute between two or more Contracting States concerning
the interpretation or application of this Convrntion which cannot be
settled through negotiation, shall, at the reqiiest of one of them, be
submitted to arbitration. If within six montlis from the date of the
request for arbitration the Parties are unable to agree on the organization of the arbitration, any one of those Parties may refer the dispute to the International Court of Justice bj request in conformity
with the Statute of the Court";

and whereas at the close of its Application the Congo made the following
submission inter aliu :
"by shooting down a Boeing 727 owned by Congo Airlines on
9 October 1998 in Kindu, thereby causing the death of 40 civilians,
Rwanda . . . violated . . . the Montreal Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation of 23 September 1971";
87. Whereas both the Congo and Rwanda are parties to the Montreal
Convention and have been since 6 July 1977 in the case of the Congo and
3 November 1987 in the case of Rwanda;
88. Whereas the Congo has not however asked the Court to indicate
any provisional measure relating to the preservation of rights which it
believes it holds under the Montreal Convention; whereas accordingly
the Court is not required, at this stage in the proceedings, to rule, even on
a prima facie basis, on its jurisdiction under that Convention nor on the
conditions precedent to the Court's jurisdiction contained thereiil;

89. Whereas it follows from the preceding considerations taken
together that the Court does not in the present case have the prima facie
jurisdiction necessary to indicate those provisional measures requested by
the Congo;
90. Whereas, however, the findings reached by the Court in the present
proceedings in no way prejudge the question of the jurisdiction of the
Court to deal with the merits of the case or any questions relating to the
admissibility of the Application, or relating to the merits themselves; and
whereas they leave unaffected the right of the Governments of the Congo
and of Rwanda to siibmit their arguments in respect of those questions;
91. Whereas in the absence of a manifest lack of jurisdiction, the
Court cannot grant Rwanda's request that the case be removed from the
List;

92. Whereas there is a fundamental distinction between the question
of the acceptance by a State of the Court's jurisdiction and the compatibility of particular acts with international law; the former requires consent; the latter question can only be reached when the Court deals with
the merits after having established its jurisdiction and having heard full
legal arguments by both parties;
93. Whereas, whether or not States accept the jurisdiction of the
Court, they remain in any event responsible for acts attributable to them
that violate international law; whereas in particular they are required to
fulfil their obligations under the United Nations Charter; whereas the
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Court cannot but note in this respect that the Security Council has
adopted a great number of resolutions concerning the situation in the
region, in particular resolutions 1234 (1 999), 1291 (2000). 1304 (2000),
1316 (2000), 1323 (2000), 1332 (2000), 1341 (2001), 1355 (2001). 1376
(2001), 1399 (2002) and 1417 (2002); whereas the Security Council has
demanded on many occasions that "al1 the parties to the conflict put
an . . . end to violations of human rights and international humanitarian
law"; and whereas it has inter alia reminded "al1 parties of their obligations with respect to the security of civilian populations under the Fourth
Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time
of War of 12 August 1949", and added that "al1 forces present on the
territory of the Denîocratic Republic of the Congo are responsible for
preventing violations of international humanitarian law in the territory
under their control"; whereas the Court wishes to stress the necessity for
the Parties to these proceedings to use their influence to prevent the
repeated grave violations of human rights and international humanitarian law which have been observed even recently;

94. For these reasons,

(1) By fourteen votes to two,
Rgjrcts the request for the indication of provisional measures submitted by the Democratic Republic of the Congo on 28 May 2002;
I N FAVOUII : President Guillaume ; Vice-Pre.tident Shi ; Judges Ranjeva,
Herczegh, Fleischhauer, Koroma, Vereshchetin, Higgins, Parra-Aranguren,
Kooijmans, Rezek, Al-Khasawneh, Buergenthal; Juclge ad hoc Dugard;

AGAIIUST:
Judge Elai-aby ; Judge ad hoc Mavungu;
(2) By fifteen votes to one,
Rejects the submissions by the Rwandese Republic seeking the removal
of the case from the Court's List.
I N FAVOUII : President Guillaume ; Vice-Presidenr Shi ; Jucfges Ranjeva,
Herczegh, Fleischhauer, Koroma, Vereshchetin, Higgins, Parra-Aranguren,
Kooijmans, Rezek, Al-Khasawneh, Buergenthal. Elaraby; Judge ad hoc
Mavungu ;
AGAIPIST:
Judge ad hoc Dugard.

Done in French and in English, the French text being authoritative, at
the Peace Palace, The Hague, this tenth day of July, two thousand and
two, in three copies, one of which will be placed in the archives of the

Court and the others transmitted to the Government of the Democratic
Republic of the Corigo and the Government of the Rwandese Republic,
respectively.
(Signed) Gilbert G U I L L A U M E ,
President.
(Signed) Philippe COUVREUR,
Registrar.

Judges KOROMA,
HIGGINS,
BUERGENTHAL
and ELARABY
append declarations to the Order of the Court; Judges ud lîoc DUGARD
and MAVUNGU
append separate opinions to the Order of the Court.
(Initiulled) G.G.
lIiîitiulled) Ph.C.

